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1. Executive Summary
Today the blockchain-based digital asset market has been fast growing. Digital financial
instruments such as De-fi and Ce-fi in various and complex structure, in particular, make
distinctive presence in the market, becoming a central trend in the digital asset market.
In the mean time, investors are struggling to find new investment opportunities or failing
to get right information needed to hedge market risks and make informed decisions.
The Yes Crypto platform could be a solution to this situation as a wholesome
intermediary. It offers custom digital financial products to potential investors; negotiates
the interest rate and the withdrawal limit on crypto deposits with its partners, the
producers; and serves as a trustworthy communication channel connected to its
investors.
Yes Crypto aims to attain interoperability for a win-win between investors and producers
which provide digital financial instruments, and offers reliability and ease of investment.
In the future the platform is going to release the “Witnessium,” the mainnet for private
swap, to bring the gas fee at ERC-20 token exchanges to a minimum.
Yes Crypto plans to issue the ERC-20 based YCT tokens, of which 30% of the total
issuance will be distributed to boost the token economy. The Yes Crypto members and
digital asset financial depositors will be the primary and secondary beneficiaries. In
addition, the swap function is to be enabled on the Yes Crypto platform to safeguard
the YCT reserve, which will make the digital financial products more accessible and the
users easily benefited with loyalty programs offered by the relevant Ce-fi banks.
The Yes Crypto platform is obliged to operate in compliance with the KYC and AML
policies and other financial regulations and guidelines, and do the best to abide by
the privacy protection guidelines and travel rules to contribute to making the digital
financial market healthier and more sound.
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2. Abstract
The White Paper is prepared to introduce a user-friendly asset management brokerage
solution to help potential investors and service users understand and utilize various
digital financial instruments with little entry barrier. The service is directed to offer a
digital asset brokerage platform contributing to keep the digital asset market ecosystem
sustainable and wholesome.
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3. Introduction
The digital asset market has been growing fast over the recent ten years. Some of
the investors who wish to join the market with thousands of digital assets are hardly
capable of properly responding to the ever-changing digital asset market environment.
That is because the users might have less understanding of the intrinsic time-series
value(interest) of the digital assets and are not able enough to play in the market. But
it has also to do with lack of accurate information or complexity of the trade scheme,
which hinders easier access by those investors.
The Yes Crypto platform comes in here to tackle this inconvenience and establish
healthy and sound trade practices in the digital asset market. That’s why Yes Crypto
aims to build and operate an investor-driven digital asset brokerage platform.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.1 Need for digital asset brokerage platform
Unscalable blockchain ecosystem
Since the conception of digital assets shaped by the birth of bitcoin, many people have
been developing trust in decentralized service and understanding of blockchain. Coins/
tokens, the media of the digital ecosystem, have become a symbol of trust in blockchain
technologies and digital assets. The trust underlay a brand-new ecosystem, where the
digital asset suppliers, the investors and the exchanges that enable crypto trading in
marketplaces, have made presence.
Despite its great growth potential, the blockchain markets have been rather disregarded of
their worth. The reasons are as following; first the power and the usability of blockchain
fell short of market expectations as a service platform; and second, its notorious volatility
and absence of natural interest led to intrinsic depreciation of blockchain-based products.
These issues coupled with regulations marginalized the release of new digital asset
products despite their viable worth.
The conventional blockchain marketplaces, where only blockchain, coins, and exchanges
played, soon faced limitation of trading and liquidity issues. The situation moved to require
new products and objects to play such roles as production, distribution, and exchanges.
Emergence of decentralized financial ecosystem based on blockchain
Against this backdrop, there come De-fi(decentralized finance) projects such as Maker Dao
and Compound, while Ce-fi (centralized finance) companies including Nexo, Celsium, and
Crypto.com began appearing on the scene. The major De-fi and Ce-fi players rose to the
top in terms of market capitalization and continue to expand.
Rapid growth of those De-fi and Ce-fi players provides new vitality to the blockchainbased financial ecosystem by offering various functionalities to the ecosystem and rewards
matching the values of digital assets to stakeholders. They indeed lead development of the
digital asset ecosystem.
6
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.1 Need for digital asset brokerage platform
Vulnerability of De-fi ecosystem

1

Limited legal liability
Most of the De-fi services are driven and automated by pre-defined algorithm
and the smart contract based on decentralization principle and operated by
governance enabled by user voting. The orthodox attitude toward decentralization
implies apparent objection to the conventional centralized financial system and
commitment to improvement, while a potential pretext to avoid legal liability of
operation of financial system.

2

High gas fee
Gas fees go high due to excessive reliance on the Ethereum blockchain. De-fi
services rely on Ethereum because Ethereum provides an excellent platform for
frictionless trading of ERC 20 assets. It is fair to say that fast rise of the De-fi services
contribute to the Ethereum ecosystem, but it is also true that they cause overload
on the Ethereum network and push up the gas price at the expense of the product
profitability, a fatal vulnerability as a financial service.

3

Complexity of structure
The basic structure works driven by demand and supply between borrowers and
lenders as well as consensus algorithm for contracting and operation, which is
based on governance to set the interest rates of different financial offerings through
coin holders’ voting. But it is possible to pull leverage infinitely with collateralized
ERC 20 based tokens and accordingly the return rate could go exponentially. It
means that such products are mainly viewed as speculation targets instead of
being treated as decent financial products. And traders hardly take the risks from
speculative trading into account so that they may suffer large loss when their
collateralized assets lose some value in the market.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.1 Need for digital asset brokerage platform
Need for digital asset brokerage platform, Yes Crypto

1

Optimally selected digital financial products and trade brokerage
De-fi and Ce-fi players in the market have launched and been operating a lot of
digital financial products. It is the Yes Crypto platform that selects the best mix of
products and brokers investment. Going further, the platform will introduce other
digital financial products at the best possible term catering to its investors and
customers in close cooperation with digital asset managing companies.

2

Consultation and limit adjustment for reliable interest rates
We at Yes Crypto investigate and double check the rates and the withdrawal limits held by
the Ce-fi product providers and let our customers know of the situation in advance in order
to minimize any operational risk. For customer satisfaction and delight, close cooperation
mechanism is in place with the digital asset management companies to offer prime rates
and increase of withdrawal limits only for our customers.

3

Customer management and open desk around the clock
The Yes Crypto platform does more than introduction of digital financial products
and investment brokerage service. For better customer service, it keeps the
customer channel open around the clock to cover simple transactions (deposit,
exchange, saving, termination, and withdrawal) and any inquiries related to
transactions. Yes Crypto serves our customers as a reliable messenger with integrity
by keeping them informed of any critical changes in the interest rate policy and the
digital financial product operation.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.1 Need for digital asset brokerage platform

4

Competitive gas fee
Customers often use decentralized crypto exchanges(DEXs) such as Uniswap to get different
types of coins and tokens of their choice, because DEXs are one of the easiest and convenient
means of exchange to get other crypto types such as USDC with ERC-20 based coins including
Ethereum. Nevertheless there are issues of severe volatility and high gas fee, which is created for
smart contract use depending on the level of network load. To fundamentally address the gas fee
issue, in particular, the Yes Crypto platform is going to develop a private swap module based on
”Witnesssium”, the mainnet developed by BaaS Store according to its roadmap. This approach is
believed to be the surest way to economize the gas fee.

5

Customer convenience
Most of digital asset managing service providers are based in overseas. In order to use their service, a
customer should go through the registration and account-opening procedure in languages other than
Korean. This jeopardizes the user experience. Yes Crypto has a channel staying open at all time to
communicate with its strategic partners who are international Ce-fi companies so that its customers are
to be supported in Korean if they have any inquiries or issues regarding use of the platform. In addition,
Yes Crypto provides guidance for customers to better approach and understand the seeminglycomplicated digital asset financial products. With user experience being prioritized, Yes Crypto is to
provide interactive communication seamlessly for customers to enjoy stable and decent interest on
their investment.

6

Compliance
YThe Yes Crypto platform is obliged to comply with the Anti-money laundering laws and KYC
procedure. The system will be operated with flexibility to meet the international laws and
regulations down the road. The platform is committed to making the blockchain market healthier
and more active based on its thorough compliance and sound practices.
9
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.2 About Yes Crypto Platform
Overview of Yes Crypto
The Yes Crypto platform(hereinafter “Yes Crypto) is a blockchain-based digital asset
management brokerage platform for interoperability with the digital financial products
offered by Ethereum-based De-fi and De-fi companies and for easy-and-safe to use.
The Yes Crypto service catalogues interest-bearing crypto financial products distributed
across the whole blockchain ecosystem and offers them to the platform users. The
users become able to compare different products and make choices according to their
investment appetite. It is designed that customers can awaken their crypto assets in
dormancy and get rewards for their time value.
Customers use Yes Crypto and execute depositing, swap, termination, and withdrawal of
their digital assets anytime they want. They are also kept informed of the interest value
and the interest policy of their deposit product real time. This unique Yes Crypto service
brings down the entry barrier to the De-fi and Ce-fi markets for customers, improves
customer experience, and eventually enriches the future of the digital financial market by
awakening their dormant crypto holdings.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.2 About Yes Crypto Platform
Brand of Yes Crypto
Web page: www.yescrypto.kr

Design

• Provide user-friendly UI

• Is designed to present products in
easy-to-understand language

Logo

• Say yes under customers are satisfied

Trade
mark

• Compound word of “crypto” assets and “Yes”

Operation
mechanism

•T
 he letter “Y” rotates 360 degree
infinitely

• Trademark registered 40-1756863
• Web-based platform

• Responsive in mobile enabled with
UX/UI
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.2 About Yes Crypto Platform
Features of Yes Crypto

1

a

b

Main screen
Main
screen

Total
asset
a

Comprise in dash board, displaying
one’s assets in a single view
Asset in my wallet

+

Deposited asset

+

Interest accrued
c

My
wallet
b

Deposit
asset
c

Operation
mechanism

Digital asset portfolio under
customer control
Assets in interest-bearing
account
All assets posted in their value and
KRW, which is fetched from crypto
exchanges
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.2 About Yes Crypto Platform
Features of Yes Crypto

2

Saving

Deposit

Termination

Withdrawal

Main features
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.3 Structure of Yes Crypto
Transaction flow and structure
a

① Request for deposit
and swap
④ Announcement of interest
rate and interest policy

⑤ Termination of deposit and
brokerage of withdrawal

b

②E
 xecution of deposit

c

③ Feed of interest and
withdrawal limit
information

Description of transaction

• A
 is a user (hereinafter “customer”)

• B is a digital asset brokerage (Yes Crypto)

• C is a Ce-Fi/De-Fi product provider (hereinafter “producer”)

• ① The customer asks for deposit transaction and/or swap transaction (ETH ↔ USDC)
to the brokerage.
• ② The brokerage requests the producer to execute the deposit call from the
customer and collates the information.
• ③ The producer pays out the committed daily interest, and the brokerage checks it.
• ④ Yes Crypto keeps the customer of the interest and other related information.

• ⑤ When the customer requests for termination, the brokerage delivers the request to
the producer and provides the termination and withdrawal information back to the
customer.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.4 Features of Yes Crypto
Earning higher rates
• Yes Crypto signs a contract for partnership with a digital financial product producer.
• Y
 es Crypto as brokerage may negotiate additional interest payout or exemption of
transaction fees with the producer for the Yes Crypto customers on top of the committed
interest on the digital asset financial products of the producer.
Increased daily withdrawal limit
• T
 he producer sets a daily withdrawal limit for the brokerage through the partnership
contract, which sets the basic limit available for a customer’s initial transaction.
Depending on the customer traits, the brokerage should differentiate the daily withdrawal
limits so that the customers would be able to respond quickly to the rapid changes in the
market.
Discovery of investment products
• O
 n top of its first partner and producer NEXO, the brokerage keeps searching for digital
financial product producers with reliable and sound Ce-fi and De-fi products and add
them to its portfolio offerings.
• Y
 es Crypto is going to offer the SWAP service between, for example, NEXO tokens and YCT
tokens for customers to make easy use of the loyalty programs offered by NEXO and other
Ce-fi partners. With those loyalty programs, customers would enjoy additional interest
income or opportunities to choose new digital financial products.
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.4 Features of Yes Crypto
Swap service
• T
 he brokerage offers the swap service for coins and tokens via exchanges to
accommodate customers’ wish. In Phase II, the swap service will be executed through DEX
using its own blockchain token Witnessium, which will benefit the customers with lower
gas fees than other DEXs.

ETH

USDC

YCT

ETH

YCT

NEXO

Phase I

API link with BINANCE

Phase II

Main net ‘Witnessium’
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4. Yes Crypto Platform
4.4 Features of Yes Crypto
YCT token distribution
• Y
 es Crypto distributes 30% of its YCT tokens in the Yes Crypto ecosystem.
• T
 he brokerage dispenses the YCT tokens for free to the customer equivalent to 1%
of his or her deposit value on the Yes Crypto platform. And for the sake of the YCT
token reserve protection, it is going to provide the token swap service to enable the
customer’s adoption of loyalty programs offered by the producer(s).

Customer

②

A

①

③
⑤

Yes Crypto

C

NEXO

④

C

Description of YCT token distribution

① The customer takes the digital deposits in ETH and/or USDC

② The customer receives Yes Crypto Tokens, or YCT, equivalent to 1% of the deposit value
③ The producer pays out interest at the committed rate

④T
 he producer and the brokerage provide the token swap service for the customer to
join the loyalty program.

⑤ The customer with the loyalty program earns more interest from the producer.
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4.5 Yes Crypto Architecture
4.4 Yes Crypto Architecture
Use of YCT

30% for token
economy

1% reward for
depositors

Token swap to join
loyalty programs

1%
YCT

YCT

Nexo Loyalty Benefit:
Prime Interest rate
0.25%~1%

…
30% contribution for ecosystem
Intending to ensure highly efficient interoperability between the customer and the
producer, Yes Crypto is going to distribute 30% of YCT for a win-win of the stakeholders
to the ecosystem. The customer who takes the deposit of Yes Crypto is qualified for the
air drop and receives YCT equivalent to 1% of his or her deposit value.
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5. Yes Crypto Token
5.1 Structure of YCT
1% reward pegged to deposit value
The YCT reward is to be distributed to every single Yes Crypto customer after their
underlying assets denominated in ETH and USDC under the deposit accounts being
converted into KRW. The distributed value of YTC is rounded to the ten thousand place.
30% of the whole YCT volume allocated to boost the token economy is used to pay
out 1% reward linked to the deposit value. YCT for 1% reward is distributed at the face
value of KRW500 regardless of the market value, and subject to lock-up for 1-2 months
according to the Yes Crypto policy.
In the mean time, YCT for ecosystem is to be distributed up to 30% of the total issuance.
It is expected that the total value under the deposit accounts reach around KRW 4.5
trillion. The amount is deemed to play further boost the digital asset financial market
environment.
For ecosystem
Reward value
Reward formula

Description

Denominated in KRW after
total deposit values being converted in KRW
Deposit value × 1%

Quantity

Based on face value of KRW 500

Lock Up

1 to 2 months

Time

Immediately
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5. Yes Crypto Token
5.1 Structure of YCT
SWAP service
Customers are able to enjoy additional interest above the committed base rate to the
digital financial products on the platform through the SWAP service, which enables
swap between YCT and other tokens offered by different producers.
Pair pools for swap

Example) A customer can swap the YCT received as 1% reward into NEXO tokens
and get additional interest by joining the NEXO loyalty program. For your information,
currently NEXO offers additional 0.25% when a customer makes deposit in NEXO tokens
equivalent to 1% of the deposit value.

20
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5. Yes Crypto Token
5.2 Features of YCT
Additional interest to encourage repeated YCT deposit
Yes Crypto is going to list YCT and NEXO token pair pool in different DEXs according to
its roadmap. Customers will be able to swap tokens anytime anywhere so that they are
qualified to join the loyalty programs offered by NEXO on the Yes Crypto platform. The
loyalty program offers additional interest of from 0.25% up to 1%.
BaaS Store aims to maintain the YCT reserve in the ecosystem to boost the Yes Crypto
platform. Besides, Yes Crypto is going to develop more programs for interest reward as a
main feature of YCT.
Ex. Additional interest enabled by the loyalty program of NEXO
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5. Yes Crypto Token
5.2 Feature of YCT
Private SWAP for fee saving
To join a financial program, a customer may be required to swap ETH-USDC depending on
the need or the investment appetite. The swap activity incurs high gas fee, which has been
jeopardizing growth of digital financial market.

BaaS Store could use its own mainnet Witnessium (private blockchain) to address the high gas
fee for transactions involving ERC 20 tokens.
In the Phase II, Yes Crypto plans to develop Witnessium of BaaS Store into layer2 of Ethereum
solution. In doing so, DEX (swap) is supported for token swap with YCT, which will lower the
gas fee. To activate this swap, Yes Crypto will use the private blockchain technique so that YCT
is to be converted to WYCT.

BaaS Store and digital financial product suppliers will negotiate the token pair pools to
activate the Witnessium-based swap service. This will increase liquidity in the market place
and customers could use token swap at cheaper fees.
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5. Yes Crypto Token
5.3 YCT issuance and use plan
YCT distribution
Total Issuance

300 million YCT

Token Sale

30% (90 million) of YCT

Token economics

30% (90 million) of YCT

YCT 토큰 배분 세부 내용

Token Economics
30%

Ecosystem

Reserve
10%

Team
30%
Yes Crypto
Token

Sales
30%

R&D
Marketing
Liquidity
Operation
Legal

45%
20%
20%
10%
5%
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6. About Witnessium, the mainnet of BaaS Store
Features of Witnessium
Witnessium is coined to imply a token of witness. It is a private blockchain developed
by BaaS Store with an aim of providing blockchain services optimized to different
businesses, rationalizing the development and the maintenance costs, and making
blockchain technology familiar in day-to-day operation.
Yes Crypto is going to adopt an Ethereum layer two solution by making use of the
Witnessium mainnet in order to address the cost issue arising from reliance on smart
contracts and direct and indirect security risks.

24
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6. About Witnessium, the mainnet of BaaS Store
Technical
Certificate of Patent
Right
Patent
Number

Control
Number

Patent
10-2309503

Registration
Date

P21084
September 29, 2021

Title of
invention

Blockchain-enabled transaction method, node tool, and computerreadable recording medium

Applicant

BaaS Store Inc.

Inventor

Ethan Kim, Joo-han Kim

Technical structure of Witnessium
Category

Structure of Witnessium

Benefit

Network

Pub/Subs network based on
Bloom Filter

Efficient networking

Data Structure

UTXO+Account hybrid model

Quick data sync

Consensus
Algorithm

Tendermint consensus
algorithm

Quick transaction completion
and Byzantine fault tolerance
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6. About Witnessium, the mainnet of BaaS Store
1

Issuance and subscription network based on Bloom Filter
Witnessium uses Bloom Filter based publish/subscribe network for efficiency of
transaction data dissemination. Bloom Filter is used to test membership of an
element, and already widely adopted in the Bitcoin SPV (light nodes).
With this mechanism, Witnessium only receives the transactions which are not
shared with each other by comparing the hash values of all transaction data.
Lead nodes create blocks by aggregating the transactions that all nodes equally
share. This way, the publish/subscribe network layers based on the Bloom Filter
improves efficiency of data exchange, creates shorter block finality, and improves
performance.

2

Hybrid structure of UTXO and Account model
Witnessium uses the same address structure with Ethereum, while using a mixture
of UTXO of Bitcoin and Account Model of Ethereum as data structure. The basic
transaction on Witnessium is performed in UTXO, but each account address is
indexed into blocks along with its UTXO information as transactions on Ethereum
are kept tracked for balance and nonce values. It means that each block has a
snapshot of blockchain. It enables Witnessium to verify whether newly created
transactions are valid or not without keeping tract of past blocks. What’s more, new
nodes can download past block history from the other nodes, if necessary.
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6. About Witnessium, the mainnet of BaaS Store
3

Tendermint-based consensus algorithm
The consensus algorithm is the backbone of a blockchain to mediate decision-making
with multiple participants. The proof of work for Bitcoin, the Nakamoto consensus,
and the proof of stake for Eos are the examples of the consensus algorithm.
Consensus algorithms have different strong and weak points depending on their
respective approaches. For WIT, Tendermint is chosen to be its consensus algorithm
with priority on Byzantine fault tolerance and consensus finality. Witnessium operated
based on Temdermint consensus algorithm maintains Byzantine Fault Tolerance
against up to 33% of malicious node activities, and its transactions become final with
block creation by stake-based voting.

27
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6. About Witnessium, the mainnet of BaaS Store
What’s good about Witnessium
With the bloom filter-based Pub/Sub network, each blockchain node of Witnessium
exchanges data very efficiently.
The Tendermint consensus algorithm enables the Witnessium blockchain consensus to
be made fast and safe.
And the UTXO-Account hybrid data structure enables a new blockchain node to WIT to
join block creation and verification only with the most recent block data. And a new
node of Witnessium, unlike other blockchains, can download old block data from other
nodes in parallel.
With those technical strengths, the Witnessium blockchains are up for quick data
synchronization and quick recovery from network failure.
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7. Roadmap
Aug.16, 2021
Launch of Yes Crypto
platform
Sep., 2021
Distribution to YCT
ecosystem
2021.Q4
Listing YCT tokens

2022. Q1
Token swap : YCT ↔ NEXO

2022.Q1
Kick-off of NEXO’s
loyalty program
Kick-off of development of
Witnessium Mainnet Layer 2
by BaaS Store
Launch of Witnessium swap
system : Issuance of WYCT
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8. Team
Joohan Kim, CEO

• CEO, Yentree Invest (Crypto investment and counseling)
• Korea Exchange Bank
- M&A support of the KEB and the Hana Bank at Strategy Planning Dept.
- G20 Team of the Financial Supervisory Service as secondee
- Risk Management Dept./Credit Planning Dept.
• Korea Exchange Bank Credit Service
- Risk Management Team

BA, Business Administration, Kookmin University

Ethan Kim, CTO, IT Development

• CTO, Scout Chain
• I-Robo
- Developed stock trading system
• Anchovy
- Developed network security control system

Completed Ph.D course in Information and Communication, Korea University
BA and MA in Physics, Seoul National University

Kwangjong Kim, CFO, Finance & Accounting

• KEB-Hana Bank, Seohyun Finance Center
• Korea Exchange Bank
- Developed RAROC Seg model for financial instruments
• Korean Exchange Bank Credit Service
- Deployed ERP and issued SPC asset securitization

BA, MA in Accounting, Chung-Ang University
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8. Team
Byungsoo Kim, CMO, Marketing & Communication

• Manager, American Express International Inc Korea, Marketing
• Team Leader, Lina Life Insurance, Marketing Strategy
• Business Development Manager, Visa International A.P Korea Ltd
• Korea Exchange Bank
- Credit Card Product Development Team, New product development
• Korea Exchange Bank Credit Service
- E-Business Team, Web marketing

MBA, Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Kenan-Flagler Business School
BA, Economics, Sogang University

Chijung Kim, CBO, Business Development
• Senor Team Leader, Junggi Economy
• Director, SMB Management Innovation Center
• Manager, AIA LIFE, Corporate Business Team

BA, Business Administration, Kookmin University

Byungjin Kim, CSO, Strategic Planning
& Project Management

• Founder and CEO, Sticker Monster
• Samsung Electronics
- Developed cell processor core communication software
• Intern, Bosch Germany

Completed Ph.D course & MA, Statistics, Univ. of Maryland at College Park
MA, Computer Science, Sogang University
BA, Electronic Engineering, Sogang University
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9. Disclaimer
Please read the following announcement in detail before participating in coin transactions. This
announcement applies to all who read the present white paper and special attention should be
paid as this announcement may be changed or updated. If you are not sure about your decisions
related to the crypto asset ‘YCT’ to be made in the future, we recommend you to consult with a
legal, financial, tax, or other specialist. The information provided in the whitepaper or the website
is for reference and no advice related to purchase of ‘YCT’ is provided. Also, the decisions on
and related to all transactions including purchase and sale of ‘YCT’ should be made under the
responsibility of each party.
Legal notice
1. T
 he white paper (hereinafter ”the Paper”) is distributed only for the purpose of reference
related to the ‘Yes Crypto’ project and may additionally be reviewed and corrected. Please be
advised that the paper is maintained tup to date as the version on the cover indicates, and this
paper should not be final. The information included in the white paper is subject to change
depending on the business operation, and financial status of “BaaS Store.” The paper is to be
updated on occasion.
2. ‘ YCT’ is to be purchased only through a separate binding contract, and BaaS Store does not
receive any fund on the ground of the paper only. The ‘YCT’ purchase contract is to be detailed
out in separate paper. If any discrepancy is found between the contract and the paper, the
contract prevails.
3. The paper shall not be interpreted as a token sale or purchase proposal by issuer/distributor/
company of the YCT token in any case, and the paper shall not be a ground or counted upon
for any token purchase contract and investment decision.
4. ‘YCT’ does not constitute a business trust unit or a collective investment plan unit. The paper is
not intended to play as a business plan, business invitation, and/or business proposals so that
it should not be interpreted as an investment proposal or securities solicitation, business trust
unit, and/or collective investment unit in any jurisdiction.
5. The paper shall not be understood, interpreted, classified, and/or treated as a chance for the
purchasers to receive investment return/earning/payment/profit or a part of those amount.
32
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9. Disclaimer
6. In the jurisdictions, where the coin/token issuing method specified in the paper is regulated or banned, the paper
should not be in whole or in part disseminated by reproducing and/or distributing it.
7. The information included in the paper has not undergone any review, inspection, supervision, approval, and
permit by any regulatory authority of any jurisdiction.
Restriction on distribution and dissemination
1. Distribution and dissemination of the paper, in whole or in part, may be prohibited or restricted by the law or
the regulatory requirements of specific jurisdictions. If restrictions of specific jurisdictions apply, you should make
yourself fully acquainted with the restrictions applicable to the possession of the paper, seek legal advice, and
comply with such restrictions. The directors, employees, agents, and associated companies of “BaaS Store will
not be held responsible.
2. If you have read or come to possess the paper as a result of distribution or dissemination, you should not share
the paper or its content with other person by way of distribution, reproduction or other method for whatever
purpose as far as the restriction of a specific jurisdiction applies, and should not allow or cause a situation where
the present white paper is shared with other person to occur in such a situation.
Legal Immunity
1. The related service to be provided by BaaS Store’ shall be provided ‘as is’ and ‘within the limits of possibility’.
‘BaaS Store’ does not present any explicit or implicit guarantee or representation in relation to the accessibility,
quality, fitness, accuracy, appropriateness, and integrity of the token or the related services, and shall not take any
responsibilities for errors, delays, omissions of the token and related services or the decisions made and actions
taken by a purchaser and/or an investor on the premise that there is such explicit or implicit guarantee.
2. ‘BaaS Store’ shall take no responsibilities for all types of profits, incomes, and losses caused by purchase of ‘CSDT’
pursuant to the laws, regulations and rules in any jurisdiction.
3. ‘BaaS Store’ shall not take any responsibilities for the purchasers who have violated the ICO related laws,
regulations, and rules of the relevant country.
4. Scope of excluded responsibilities: All expenses including all claims, compensations, losses, and lawyer’s fee.
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